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Abstract

A complete procedure to study and optimize a
multi-element high-lift device is presented and
applied to the L1T2 test case. Numerical simula-
tion reveals the importance of the computational
domain to correctly capture the potential effects
generated by this configuration. A sensitiviy
study is performed using a high-order derivation
technique. The influences of the geometrical pa-
rameters controling the geometry and physical
ones characterising the flow are analysed, with
a focus on the coupling between parameters. The
high-lift is optimized according to two objectives
using a genetic algorithm and the structure of the
Pareto front is described.

1 Introduction

The design of efficient high-lift systems is very
critical for the environmental impact of aircrafts,
in terms of payload and fuel consumption, but
also in terms of aero-acoustics. Obviously, the
high-lift systems should significantly increase the
lift of the airfoil at low speed while keeping a rel-
atively low drag in order to reduce the thrust re-
quired during take-off and landing phases. From
this point of view, the design of a high-lift device
is a multi-objective problem with usually con-
flicting objectives (drag and lift for instance).

The design of such systems is a complex pro-
cess, because of the multi-element geometry that
yields an important number of independent pa-
rameters to optimize. As a matter of fact, the

optimization of the relative positioning of the dis-
tinct elements can be very tedious, even for a very
classical three elements configuration (slat, main
body and flap): The relative position of the slat
and flap with respect to the main wing is defined
by at least three parameters corresponding to two
translations and one rotation respectively. Phys-
ical parameters, such as the flow angle and the
flight Mach number are also important, directly
accounting for the flight conditions and impact-
ing the positioning optimization. Indeed, a dozen
of parameters are very easily necessary and even
more when considering the shape of the elements
directly. A manual optimization can almost be
ruled out at this point; automatic optimization is
the only practical solution. Genetic algorithms
are one of the best techniques available at the mo-
ment to cope with the multi-objective optimiza-
tion. Yet, they require numerous flow evaluations
to converge towards the Pareto front, which can
be very time-consuming. They are usually cou-
pled with approximation techniques to provide
a fast response. One possible approximation is
to extrapolate the flow-fields from a high-order
derivation of the flow around a baseline solution.
The calculation of the derivatives is performed
once and is equivalent to or faster than the cal-
culation of one flow flow-field with a Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) numerical sim-
ulation. The extrapolation based on a reconstruc-
tion by a Taylor series expansion is almost instan-
taneous, providing a noticeable speed-up for the
evaluation of configurations around the baseline.

This paper will present the multi-objective
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numerical optimization of a canonical multi-
element high lift device. This configuration is
presented in the first section, as well as the
numerical techniques used for the optimization.
The computed flow-field is then described and
validated in the second section, with a particu-
lar attention to the numerical settings. The opti-
mization results are finally presented in the last
section.

2 Description of the optimization problem

2.1 High-lift configuration and parameteri-
zation

This study focuses on the three-element high-lift
L1T2 device. This configuration was thoroughly
studied both numerically and experimentally [1,
2], which provides a good starting point for the
sensitivity analysis and optimization. Moreover,
this geometry is quite representative of actual
high-lift devices, with several sharp trailing edges
located within the slat- and flap-coves. The base-
line configuration studied here is the configura-
tion with both slat and flap fully deployed. The
geometrical and aerodynamical characteristics of
this baseline configuration are briefly recalled in
the following table.

Chord c (retracted form) 0.7635 m
Slat angle (deployed) 25◦

Flap angle (deployed) -20◦

Flight Mach number 0.197
Flow angle +4.01◦

Ambiant static temperature 290 ◦K
Ambiant static pressure 101300 Pa

Table 1 Characteristics of the L1T2 case

The configuration and the corresponding
flow are assumed to be two-dimensional, but
the optimization process presented here could
be extended without any problem to a three-
dimensional case. The baseline configuration is
represented in figure 1.

The present optimization focuses on the po-
sitioning of the slat and flap with respect to the
main airfoil (geometrical parameters), and on the

flow angle-of-attack and Mach number (flow pa-
rameters). The positioning of the slat or the flap
is parameterized by two translations in the hori-
zontal and vertical directions, and one rotation.
Without precise knowledge of the actual kine-
matics on such a high lift system, the rotation
centers were chosen at the upper trailing edge of
the slat, and at the leading edge of the flap. These
positions could also be varied to assess the im-
pact of a given kinematics on both the aerody-
namic and acoustic performances. The present
eight parameters, along with the position of the
rotational centers are illustrated in fig. 1. The
parameter variations from the baseline configu-
ration are summarized in tab. 2.

Slat trans. x baseline ± 5mm
Slat trans. y baseline ± 5mm
Slat rotation baseline ± 10◦

Flap trans. x baseline ± 10mm
Flap trans. y baseline ± 10mm
Flap rotation baseline ± 10◦

Flow angle α 1◦ - 7◦

Mach 0.15 - 025

Table 2 Parameter ranges for optimization

The objectives of the L1T2 optimization are
to increase the lift, measured with the lift coeffi-
cient CL, and to decrease the drag coefficient CD.

2.2 Numerical optimization procedure

The optimization process is constructed in three
successive phases. In the first phase, the steady
flow-field in the baseline configuration is sim-
ulated numerically with a classical RANS flow
solver. Once the baseline flow-field is known,
the derivatives of the flow variables (i.e. the con-
servative and turbulent variables) are calculated
for every parameter of the study with a dedicated
solver. The last step is the optimization itself with
a genetic algorithm coupled with the previous pa-
rameterization and extrapolation technique.

The numerical mesh used through the whole
study is presented in fig. 2. The structured mesh
has approximately 120000 grid points. Grid re-
finement yields a y+ criterion of y+=5. The
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Fig. 1 L1T2 high-lift and positioning parameterization

Fig. 2 Mesh configuration

global lens shape was chosen to assure that even
for a varying flow angle (up to 60◦ here), the in-
let or outlet boundaries would remain unchanged.
Static pressure is imposed at the outlet (right
boundary), while density and momentum are set
at the inlet. The computational domain is approx-
imately 23c wide in the horizontal direction. The
effects of the size of the domain will be discussed
later.

2.2.1 Steady flow solver

The baseline configuration was simulated us-
ing the finite-volume structured flow solver
Turb’Flow developed at Ecole Centrale de Lyon
[3]. The steady 2D RANS simulation was per-
formed using a spatial 2nd order centered scheme
for the conservative variables, and a 1st order
upwind scheme for the turbulent ones. Turbu-

lence was modeled using Kok’s two equation k-
ω model along with a production limiter for the
turbulent kinetic energy. Time discretisation was
achieved through an implicit 2nd order scheme
with local time stepping. Using these settings,
the calculation of the baseline profile requires ap-
proximately 20 hours to reach full convergence
on a standard workstation.

2.2.2 Parameterization and extrapolation tech-
nique

As stated previously, the parameterization tech-
nique used in this study relies on the derivation
of the flow-field with respect to the parameters.
The derivation of the steady Navier-Stokes equa-
tion is achieved by the Turb’Opty solver [4]. For
this study, the first order, second order and cross
derivatives of the flow were calculated. The main
advantage of using cross-derivatives is that it al-
lows seeing the coupling effects between the pa-
rameters. For the present 8 parameters, this yield
8+8+28=56 derivatives, calculated in 60 h. The
extrapolations are achieved with a Taylor series
reconstruction. For the current grid, one recon-
struction takes about 10 ms. The only limit with
such a technique is the truncation error that ap-
pears away from the baseline configuration. This
error can be easily reduced using higher order
derivatives. In the present case with derivatives
up to the second order only, the parameter ranges
were restricted such that this error was limited
to 10%. The corresponding ranges are given in
tab. 2.

2.2.3 Optimization technique and post-
processing

The optimization was performed using the
NSGA-II genetic algorithm [5], modified to in-
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clude the previous reconstruction technique in-
stead of direct RANS flow calculation. A 500-
individuals population was evolved over 100 gen-
erations for the optimization, for a total wall-time
of 3 hours on a standard workstation.

To cope with the high-dimensionality of the
Pareto-front (8 parameters and two objectives
here), the Self-Organizing Maps toolbox [6] is
used to post-process the optimization. The main
feature of the SOM is to provide as much 2D
maps as there are dimensions in the Pareto front
but with a unique topology in which one point al-
ways corresponds to the same individuals of the
Pareto front. The reader can therefore perceive
the relationships between the objectives and the
parameters on the Pareto front at once.

3 Flow analysis

The overall flow topology and the localflow
structures observed on the baseline configuration
are quite classical. The flow remains attached
over the suction side of all three-elements, al-
though the boundary layer near the trailing edge
of the flap is thick. The most noticeable struc-
tures are the several vortices located within the
slat- and flap-coves and caused by the flow sep-
aration at the lower trailing edges of the slat and
of the main airfoil (fig. 3, low speed zone in each
cove). As expected, the flow emerging from the

Fig. 3 Velocity magnitude - baseline configuration

coves re-accelerates the boundary layer of the
next element, preventing a separation.

3.1 Flow validation

The baseline flow-field computed here is com-
pared with numerical and experimental data

available from the literature in terms of pressure
coefficient cp = Ps−P∞

s
1/2ρV 2

∞

. As can be seen in fig. 4,
the numerical and experimental cp agree pretty
well, except for the slat where a clear discrep-
ancy appears both in terms of average level and
shape, and also for the airfoil suction side where
the numerical simulation under-predicts the pres-
sure coefficient. This difference can be explained

Fig. 4 Baseline configuration : pressure coefficient

by the relatively small size of the computational
domain. Two other calculations were performed
for the same kind of lens topology, but with an
increased inlet (and outlet) distance from the air-
foil, up to 55 c and 117 c respectively. When plot-
ting the flow angle along a horizontal line going
from the inlet boundary to the slat leading edge,
the size of the mesh is seen to have some signifi-
cant effect (fig. 5).

Indeed, for the smaller 11c mesh, the inlet
boundary is clearly in the potential zone of the
airfoil: the incidence variation for either a 4.01◦

or a 5◦ inlet flow angle is not similar to one
observed on the large plenum. Consequently,
the flow angle imposed on this boundary does
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Fig. 5 Flow angle variation - computational do-
main size effect

not correspond to the free-stream value. Given
the high camber of the L1T2 (approximately
25+20=45◦) yielding a large potential effect, the
distance between inlet and airfoil should be at
least 50c to ensure a proper simulation of the high
flow circulation around the high-lift system.

The second (and coupled) phenomenon caus-
ing this difference is the high sensitivity of the
slat pressure distribution to the flow angle. This
can be measured by comparing the cp distribu-
tion calculated for different flow angles on the
11 c mesh (fig. 6). The sensitivity study is also
achieved thanks to the present parameterization
technique: the variations induced by the flow an-
gle are reconstructed from the first and second
order derivatives with respect to this parameter.
The cp distribution in fig. 6 strongly depends on
the flow angle α, particularly for the slat. Indeed,
for α=5◦, the numerical distribution on the 11 c
large grid matches the experimental data very
well except in the slat cove, whereas the initial
α=4.01◦ is clearly different. The same trend is
observed for the main airfoil. The slat cove flow
features are very sensitive to the turbulent model
used. Another interesting point is the result of the
parameterization. Indeed, the reconstructed solu-
tion and the direct RANS calculation at α=5◦ are
almost perfectly superimposed. The only small
difference is again within the slat cove, where the
parameterization underestimates the pressure co-
efficient. Since the reconstruction is only based

Fig. 6 Flow angle effect on cp distribution

on second order derivatives, this suggests that the
flow physics in this region are highly non-linear
(third or higher order physics) which is consis-
tent with the presence of the cove vortices at this
point. In the end, despite this slight difference,
the good agreement between direct RANS calcu-
lation and the parameterization technique shows
that the latter is valid.

In the following, it was however chosen to
keep the 11 c mesh with α=4.01◦ as a reference to
limit the computational cost, when a few calcula-
tions of derivatives showed that neither the mesh
size nor the baseline flow angle influence the flow
sensitivities with respect to the parameters signif-
icantly on this particular configuration. The only
consequence of this choice is then a small off-
set in the value of the CL and CD coefficients. For
this configuration, the lift and drag coefficient are
1.92 and 0.04 respectively. These values are re-
spectively on the lower and upper ranges of previ-
ous experimental and numerical predictions sum-
marized by [2].
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3.2 Sensitivity study

3.2.1 Single parameter analysis

It is worth studying the influence of each pa-
rameter on the lift and drag objectives. Using
the first two derivatives for each parameter, the
flow-field is extrapolated from the baseline con-
figuration to compute the lift and drag forces.
The resulting sensitivities are presented in fig. 7.
Although the different parameters have different
variation ranges ∆pmax, this analysis reveals that
some are more critical than others for the opti-
mization. As a matter of fact, the flap rotation is
the most effective parameter on the lift CL coeffi-
cient, and one of the most effective on the drag,
with both drag and lift increasing for decreasing
angles (i.e. flap going vertical). This is actually
expected since this parameter controls the overall
camber of the high-lift device strongly and thus
its lift and drag. More surprisingly, the slat ro-
tation does not modify the lift and drag signifi-
cantly. Aligning the slat with the airfoil (low an-
gles) reduces the lift but increases the drag. The
flow angle and the Mach number are also effec-
tive on both drag and lift levels. Drag and lift
coefficients increase with Mach number and flow
angle. The different translation parameters seem
to act only slightly on the lift, some being even
close to the optimum like the flap x-translation.
On the contrary, these parameters are more effec-
tive on the drag coefficient, particularly the slat
y-translation. The latter seems optimum on the
baseline configuration.

For an airfoil and more specifically for a high-
lift device, the sensitivity to flow angle is an im-
portant data. The lift and drag polar calculated
parametrically here are plotted in fig. 8 with the
envelope of the numerical and experimental data
compiled by [2]. The reconstruction order is also
studied in fig. 8 : the "1st order reconstruction"
is based only on the first derivative with respect
to the flow angle α; the "2nd order reconstruc-
tion" uses both the first and second order deriva-
tives. First, the parameterization technique with
the second order reconstruction is able to predict
the variations of CL and CD coefficients fairly ac-

Fig. 7 Effects of parameters on lift and drag

curately. Although some difference in level re-
mains, which might be caused by the use of the
11 c mesh with the standard flow angle, the slopes
are correct for both coefficients. Secondly, the
reconstruction order in fig. 8 is important. Un-
like the lift coefficient prediction, which is quite
insensitive to the order, the drag is largely over
estimated by the first order reconstruction. This
shows that the phenomena linked to the drag
variations are mostly dependent on second- and
higher order terms of the flow angle.

3.2.2 Parameter coupling

Some interesting information on parameter cou-
pling is available through the influence of cross-
derivatives. These derivatives naturally account
for the simultaneous influence of two parameters
on the flow-field. Some two-parameter recon-
struction using cross derivatives are represented
in fig. 9, along with surface reconstructed with-
out the cross-derivatives. The differences be-
tween the two kinds of surfaces are directly repre-
sentative of the coupling effects. The analysis of
the surfaces reconstructed for the two slat trans-
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Fig. 9 Coupling effect between slat translation along x and y (top) and between the slat and flap rotations
(bottom)

Fig. 8 L1T2 polar

lation (fig. 9 top) reveals that there is a strong
coupling between the two parameters acting es-
sentially on the lift. This coupling decreases the
lift coefficient when the slat is moved simulta-
neously toward the main airfoil in the x and y
directions. This is actually expected since this
movement closes the gap at the end of the slat
cove, reducing the possible re-energetisation of
the airfoil suction-side flow. The coupling ef-
fect of these two parameters on the drag is much
weaker, with a slight drag increase for a closer
slat. Results are different when considering the
slat and flap rotation coupling (fig. 9 bottom).
The simultaneous rotation of each element has a
negligible coupling effect on lift, as illustrated by
the quasi-identical surfaces, but, it yields an im-
portant increase of the drag if both elements are
turned toward the bottom. This suggests that the
flow variation induced by the slat rotation have a
weak effect on the main airfoil and flap lifts (con-
firmed by the single-parameter analysis in fig. 7)
, but the same flow variation has some major ef-
fect of the flap drag: a flow analysis reveals that
in this case, the flow over the flap suction side
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is more likely to separate because of a slightly
weaker flow coming from the airfoil suction side.

Using the same kind of analysis for every pa-
rameter couple, the slat parameters are found to
have only minimal coupling with the flap param-
eters, except for the slat and flap rotations. The
flow angle α is strongly coupled to the slat or flap
rotation for drag: for instance, drag logically in-
creases when slat and inlet flow angle diverge,
or when the flap is down at high incidence. The
Mach number has also a noticeable coupling with
the rotation parameters: the slat in a down posi-
tion and a high Mach number increase the drag.

3.2.3 Turbulence influence on parameterization

There are actually two distinct ways to treat the
turbulent field with parameterization. On the one
hand, derivatives of turbulent variables can be
computed. This is the most obvious way to pro-
ceed. On the other hand, it is also possible to use
a frozen turbulence hypothesis. This choice of-
ten comes for very difficult cases for which the
turbulent flow-field can hardly be differentiated.
The comparison of the two techniques provides
a clear insight on the influence of turbulence on
the overall flow. For this study, both parameteri-
zation where performed, and the corresponding
variation for the most sensitive parameters are
shown in fig. 10. The effects of turbulence in the
present parameterization are diverse. For all the
translations and the slat rotation, the frozen tur-
bulence hypothesis induces a slight over-estimate
of the lift for any parameter value. The most
striking effect is for the flap rotation where frozen
turbulence strongly under-estimates the lift for a
flap in a down position. This is actually caused by
a significantly wrong prediction of the flow fea-
tures over the flap suction side, consistent with
the arbitrary invariability of the turbulent field in
this region. For the drag coefficient, the effects
of the frozen hypothesis are the same for all pa-
rameters: it yields an underprediction of the drag
that can be interpreted as neglecting the dissipa-
tion and losses induced by turbulence. The most
sensitive parameter here is the y-translation of the
slat that strongly affects the development of the

Fig. 10 Turbulence influence on parameterization

airfoil boundary layer.

4 Optimization of the L1T2 high-lift device

The L1T2 high-lift device is optimized using the
previous parameterization. The objectives are to
increase the lift coefficient and decrease the drag
coefficient. Two optimizations have been per-
formed. The first one only takes into account
the geometrical parameters (slat and flap trans-
lation rotations) and will be thereafter denoted
as geometrical optimization, whereas the second
one uses both geometrical and physical parame-
ters (Mach number and flow angle) and is called
total optimization. In both cases, the population
reaches the Pareto front in approximately 20 gen-
erations and starts spreading over the front at this
point.

The resulting Pareto fronts are presented in
fig. 11. Both optimizations are effective since
they povide an improvement with respect to the
baseline configuration represented by the large
black spots. There is nevertheless a clear differ-
ence between the results of geometrical and to-
tal optimizations. The total optimization yields
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Fig. 11 Pareto fronts

Config.
Geom. Opt. Total Opt.

CL CD CL CD

iso-CD 2.18 4.04e-02 2.87 4.04e-02
iso-CL 1.93 3.69e-02 2.00 -7.2e-02

max-CL 2.56 5.52e-02 3.00 11.1e-02

Table 3 Particular optimized configurations

broader variations relatively to the baseline con-
figuration. The maximum lift achieved using all
parameters is much higher than the one found us-
ing only geometrical parameter. The drag is also
clearly reduced by the total optimization, though
this optimization also yields a negative drag co-
efficient that is thought to be a consequence of
the truncation error. Despite the limitation in the
parameter ranges introduced to reduce the trunca-
tion error, the addition of this small residual error
for each parameter is enough to create this nega-
tive drag. As a matter of fact, the trend observed
here is correct (drag reduction), but the ampli-
tude is over-estimated. The differences are fur-
ther quantified in tab. 3 using three particular con-
figurations noted iso-CD, iso-CL and max-CL and
characterized respectively by the same drag co-
efficient as the baseline, the same lift coefficient
as the baseline and the maximum lift coefficient
over the Pareto front. The topology of the Pareto
fronts is also slightly different, the geometrical
optimization presenting a discontinuity.

The difference between the two fronts is gen-
erated by the two flow parameters. The analy-
sis of the parameter value on the Pareto front re-
sulting from total optimization is achieved using

SOM (fig. 12). The maps presented here share
the same topology, one point of the map repre-
senting one individual on the Pareto front. The
only difference between the maps is the colormap
representing one dimension of the front (parame-
ter or objective) for each map.

Fig. 12 SOM analysis - total opimization

The SOM reveals that on the Pareto front, all
the configurations have the same slat and flap an-
gles (slat up and flap down), set to their maximum
value allowed here. This suggests that the opti-
mization could be extended by shifting the base-
line toward these values and optimizing again.
This also confirms that the two rotations are crit-
ical parameters for lift and drag variations. The
flow angle and the flap translation along y follow
the same trend, being set to their maxima. The
variation of the other parameters are larger. High
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Mach numbers trigger high lift (and high-drag)
configurations, whereas a low Mach number is
favourable for drag reduction. The horizontal flap
translation helps reducting the drag when mov-
ing the flap away from the airfoil: the obstruction
at the flap-cove exit section decreases, but this
also yields a lift reduction. The slat position is
more complex. Lift is increased when moving
the slat up and downstream along the airfoil suc-
tion side. The same analysis was performed for

Fig. 13 L1T2 optimized configurations

the geometrical optimization (not shown here). It
reveals that the geometrical parameters have ap-
proximately the same topology, which suggests
that the coupling effects between the flow param-
eters and the geometrical ones have no major in-
fluence on the positioning optimization. The only
noticeable difference is the flap rotation for the
iso-CL configuration that is very close to the base-
line for the geometrical optimization. The iso-CL,
iso-CD and max-CL configurations are illustrated
in fig. 13 for the total optimization. As it can be
seen, the max-CL and iso-CD configurations are
almost identical, which confirms the major part
played by the Mach number in increasing the lift.

5 Conclusion

The L1T2 high-lift device was parameterized us-
ing both geometrical parameters controlling the
position of the slat and the flap relatively to the
main airfoil and physical parameters such as the
flight Mach number of the flow angle. Numerical
simulations showed the importance of the mesh
size for such a configuration with important po-
tential effects. A flow sensitivity analysis was
performed using flow derivatives that revealed
the relative influence of each parameter on the
lift and drag, the coupling effect between the pa-
rameters and the importance of turbulence mod-
elling for the optimization. The high-lift device

has been optimized using a genetic algorithm us-
ing all parameters or only the geometrical ones.

As shown in this study, the optimization
could be continued further by shifting the base-
line toward the regions of interests. It would also
be interesting to include new parameters such as
the lift to drag ratio or the noise emission com-
puted analytically. Finally, the present method-
ology could be applied to other high-lift devices
and three-dimensional configurations.
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